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ABSTRACT
The mining of periodic patterns in time series databases is
an interesting data mining problem that can be envisioned
as a tool for forecasting and predicting the future behavior
of time series data. Discovering the rate at which the time
series is periodic has always been an obstacle for fully automated periodicity mining. In existing periodic patterns mining algorithms, the period length is user-specified. This is a
considerable disadvantage, especially in time series datasets
where the period length is not known a priori. In this paper, we address the problem of detecting the periodicity rate
of a time series database. Two types of periodicities arc defined, and a scalable and computationally efficient algorithm
is proposed for each type. The algorithms require only one
scan over a time series database of size n, with O(nlogn)
time complexity.

1. INTRODUCTION
UThe only reason for time is so that everything doesn't
happen at once n - Albert Einstein
A time series database is one that abounds with data evolving over time. Life embraces several examples of time series
data, e.g., meteorological data containing several measurements (temperature, humidity, etc.), stock prices depicted
in financial market, power consumption data reported in energy corporations, etc. Data mining is the process of discovering patterns and trends by sifting through large amounts
of data using technology that employs statistical and mathematical techniques.
Research in time series data mining has concentrated on
discovering different types of patterns. Agrawal et al. [2)
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develop a model for similarity of time sequences that can be
used for mining periodic patterns. In [3J, Agrawal et aI. define a shape definition language for retrieving user-specified
shapes contained in histories (time series data). An Apriori.
like [4] technique for mining sequential patterns is presented
in [5, 20], which is then extended by Garofalakis ct al. [12].
In [9), Bettini et aI. develop algorithms for discovering temporal patterns. Ozden ct. al. [19] study mining of association rules of periodic nature. Han et al. (14, 13} introduce
the notion of partial periodic patterns and present two algorithms for mining this type of patterns. That work has been
extended by Yang et al. [22J to account for the intervention
of random noise, and by Aref et al. [6] to account for the
incremental nature of time series data.
The periodicity mining techniques described in the above
research require the user to specify a period length that determines the rate at which the time series is periodic. Hence,
these techniques assume that userv either, knQ~ the length
of the period beforehand or that they are Willing to try various period length values until satisfactory periodic patterns
emerge. Since the mining process must be executed repeatedly to obtain good results, this trial-and-error scheme is
clearly not efficient. Moreover, even in the case of time series data with a priori known period lengths, there may be
obscure periods, and consequently interesting patterns, that
cannot be easily discovered. The solution to these problems
is to devise a technique for discovering potential periods in
the time series data, followed by the application of anyexisting pattern mining technique to determine the interesting
patterns. A trial to handle the unknown period problem for
partial periodic patterns mining has been presented in [18].
However, the algorithm misses a lot of correct periods, and
it generates many false positives.
In this paper, we address the problem of discovering potential periods for time series databases, hereafter referred
to as periodicity detection. We define two types of periodicities: segment periodicity and symbol periodicity. For each
periodicity type, an efficient algorithm is proposed and is
analyzed, both theoretically and empirically. Although segment periodicity has been addressed in [16] under the name
periodic trends, to our knowledge, no previous research has
introduced the notion of symbol periodicity. Moreover, the
algorithm presented in [16J performs in O(nlog 2 n) time,
where n is the size of the time series. Our proposed algorithms perform in O(nlogn) time for both segment and
symbol periodicities.
The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the notation that is used throughout the

paper, and we formally define the periodicity detection problem and the segment and symbol periodicity types. Sections
3 and 4 describe the two proposed algorithms for periodicity
detection in time series databases. In Section 5, the performance of the algorithms is studied. A further discussion
is given in Section 6, and we summarize our conclusions in
Section 7.

2. PERIODICITY DETECTION PROBLEM
2.1 Notation
Assume that a sequence of n timestamped feature values
is collected in a time series database. For feature t, let t,
be the value of the feature at timestamp i. The time series of feature t is represented as T = to, tl, ... , tn_I. For
example, the feature in a time series database for power con·
sumption might be the hourly power consumption rate of a
certain customer, and the feature in a time series database
for stock prices might be the final daily stock price of a specific company. If we quantize the time series feature values
into discrete levels and denote each level (e.g., high, medium,
low, etc.) by a symbol (e.g., a, b, c, etc.), then the set of
collected feature values can be denoted E = {a,b, c,'" },
where T is a string of length n over E.
The time series database may also be a sequence of n
timestamped events drawn from a finite set of event types,
e.g., the event log in a computer network monitoring the
various events that can occur. Each event type can be denoted by a symbol (e.g., a, b, c, etc.), and hence we can use
the same notation above.

2.2 Segment Periodicity
A time series T is said to be periodic with a period of
length p if it can be divided into equal length segments,
each of length p, that are "almost~ similar. For example,
the time series T = abcabcabc is clearly periodic with a
period of length 3. Likewise, the time series T = abcabdab<:
is periodic with a period of length 3 despite the fact that
its second segment is not identical to the others. A simple
way to measure the similarity between two segments is the
hamming distance between them, defined as follows:

H(u v) = "',:,,-1
,
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S(u, v) = I-H(u,v)/m

where 1.1., V are two segments of equal length m, and l.I.j, Vj
are the symbols at position j of the two segments u and
v, respectively, H is the hamming distance, and S is the
similarity measure. The similarity function is defined in
such a way that the higher its value, the more similar the
two segments are, and u = v ¢> S(u, v) = 1. Segment
periodicity is therefore defined as follows.
Definition 1. Ifa time series T of length n can be sliced into
segments To, T I , ..• ,T;, ... ,TN, where T. = tip,
, tip+p_I,
N = Ln/pJ -I, and S(T;,Tj) ~ € 'Vi,i = 0, 1,
,N where
o < € :5 I, then T is said to be periodic with a period of
length p with respect to a segment similarity threshold equal
to €.
Remark. A period p is said to be per-feet if S(T"Tj) = 1
'Vi,j=O,l, ... ,N.
For example, the time series T = abcabcabc has a perfect
period of length 3, and the time series T = abcabdabc is
periodic with a period of length 3 with respect to a segment
similarity threshold E: :5 2/3.

2.3 Symbol Periodicity
In a time series T, a symbol s is said to be periodic with a
period of length p if it exists "a1most~ every p timestamps.
For example, in the time series T = abcabbabcb, the symbol b
is periodic with a period of length 4, since it exists every four
timestamps (positions I, 5 and 9). Moreover, the symbol a
is periodic with a period of length 3, since it exists almost
every three timestamps (positions a, 3, and 6 but not 9).
We define symbol periodicity as follows.
Let 1Tp .I(T) denote the projection of a time series T according to a period p starting from position I, that is

where I < p, m = f(n -l)/pl, and n is the length of T.
For example, if T = abcabbabcb, then 1I"4,I(T) = bbb, and
1I"3,o(T) = aaab. Intuitively, the ratio of the number of occurrences of a symbol s in a certain projection lI"p,/(T) to
the length of this projection indicates how often this symbol
occurs every p timestamps. This ratio, however, is not quite
accurate since it captures all the occurrences even the outliers. In the example above, the symbol b will be considered
periodic with a period of length 3 with a frequency of 1/4,
which is not quite true. As another example, if for a certain
T, lI"p,I(T) = abcbac, this means that the symbol changes every p timestamp and so no symbol should be periodic with
a period p. We remedy this problem by considering only
the consecutive occurrences. A consecutive occurrence of a
symbol s in a certain projection lI"p,/(T) indicates that the
symbol s reappeared in T after p timestamps from the previous appearance, which means that p is a potential period
for s. Let :F(s, T) denote the nU!Dber of times the symhoI s occurs in two consecutive positions in the time series
T. For example, if T = abbaaabaa, then :F(a, T) = 3 and
.7'(0, T) ~ 1.
Definition 2. If a time series T of length n contains a sym-, h at 31 ,pwere
hi
p I(T)) > .,.
h
b o I SSUl..l1t
<p,d
an F(3,..
f(" l»)pl 1- 'l'w ere
a < 'ljJ :5 1, then s is said to be periodic in T with a period of
length p with respect to a symbol periodicity thnshofd equal
to 1/J.
For example, in the time series T = abcabbabcb,
.r(4'''30(T))
"d"IC WI"th a pefi0/3~ 1
= 2/3 , th us th e sym b 0 Ia 'IS perlO
riod of length 3 with respect to a symbol periodicity threshold 1/J :5 2/3.
Symbol periodicity can be considered a generalization of
segment periodicity. To show that, let us consider the out·
puts of their corresponding definitions. Segment periodicity
determines candidate periods for the time series as a whole,
thus it outputs period length values. Symbol periodicity determines the candidate symbols and their candidate periods,
thus it outputs symbols and period length values for each
symbol. Therefore, symbol periodicity output cannot be a
subset of segment periodicity output since it contains not
only period length values, but also symbols. On the other
hand, consider the example T = abcaababc:, whose segment
periodicity output does not include a period of length 3 unless the segment similarity threshold is less than 1/3. Symbol periodicity output, however, includes a period of length
3 for the symbol a no matter how large the value of the
symhol periodicity threshold. The importance of segment
periodicity is that it examines the time series in less time
and produces much less output, as will be shown in Section 5.

3. SEGMENT PERIODICITY DETECTION
The idea behind our algorithm is that segment periodicity detection can be viewed as a variation of the approximale string matchi1l9 problem, which considers rmding occurrences of small variations of a pattern string P of length
m in a text string T of length 11 [7]. Approximate string
matching is solved by computing a score vector of matches
between T and P. This is defined as the vector CT,P whose
itb component
is the number of matches between the
text and the pattern when the first letter of the pattern
is positioned in front of the ith letter of the string, where
i = 0,1, ... , n - 1. For example, for a text string T =
abcdaccd and a pattern string P = bed, the score vector will
be CT,P = [0,3,0,0,1,2,0,0]. i.e., ci'P = 3 and c;,P = 2,
which correspond to a perfect match of the pattern at position 1 of the text, and an approximate match at position
5, respectively. To see how approximate string matching
can be tailored to fit segment periodicity detection, we let
P = T in the previous example, i.e., P ::=:: T = abcdaccd.
Then OT,T ::=:: [8, I, 0,1,3, 0, 0, 0], i.e., cr,T ::=:: 3, which implies that position 4 is a good candidate for matching T with
T (ignoring position 0 which matches entirely). Noting that
text T actually has a candidate period of length 4, we suggest that those candidate positions for matching T with T
are good estimators for period lengths for the text T.
Let 0" denote the score vector of matches between a
string T and itself, shortened as the score vector of matches
for the string T. We formally introduce the following segment periodicity property followed by some observations.
Segment Periodicity Property. Let OT be the score vector of matches for a time series T of length n. If 3p such that

cT'P

oT

~

;:: e, where p::=:: 1,2, ... , n/2, and e is the segment similarity thrcshold, then p is a candidate period for the time
series T.
Observation 1. The values 1,2, ... , n(2 are the only possible values for candidate periods for T.
Observation 2. The maximum value for any cT is n - i.
Observation 3. If p is a perfect period for T, then c~ ::=::
n-p.

To ascertain this property, we first examine the third observation. Let
= n - p for a certain index p for a time
series T. This implies that t p = to, tP+J = tl, ... ,tn_l =
tn_I_p, and also, t2p ::=:: tp,hp+l = tp+l, ... , and so on,
which means that the segment of length p is periodic and
p is a perfect period for T. If for another index q, cr is
slightly less than n - q due to a few mismatches, then q can
be considered a candidate period for T. That is the segment
periodicity property.
Note that this property docs not strictly comply with the
definition of segment periodicity. However, it allows us to
devise an algorithm of complexity O(n log n) for segment periodicity. Strict compliance with the definition would require
measurements for similarity between each two segments, resulting in complexity 0(n 2 ).

c:;

3.1

a randomized algorithm of Monte-Carlo type [7J to compute
an unbiased estimate of the score vector. Although randomized, its behavior does not depend on any a priori probabilistic assumptions on the input, nor does it depend on the size
of the alphabet. It proceeds by computing and averaging k
independent equally distributed estimates for the score vector. The expected value of the averaged estimator is equal
to the exact value. In other words, the expected value of
the ith component Ci of our estimate score vector (; equals
Ci·

The algorithm computes the score vector by a convolution, which makes it possible to use the fast Fourier transform (FFT) [17J. Therefore, we achieve two key advantages.
First, the time complexity is reduced to O(nlogn), where
n log n is the time needed to perform the convolution of two
vectors of length n by FFT, where an arithmetic operation
takes constant time. Second, tbe algorithm is scalable since
an external FFT algorithm [21) can be adopted for large
datasets. It is worth mentioning that fast Fourier transform
has been widely used as a similarity matching technique for
time series databases [1, 11].

3.2 Description of the Algorithm
Assume that we have two strings of length n over a finite
alphabet E of cardinality u. If we renumber the letters by
applying a map <I> from the alphabet to the integer interval
[O,u) = {O, 1, ... ,u -l}, we obtain two integer sequences
XO,XI,.·. ,Xn_l and yo, Yl, ... , Yn-I. A match between tbe
two strings at position i, i.e., Xi = Yi contributes 1 in the inj where w denotes
ner product 2::~-=-,l
w"jiij~; = LJ
"'':''-,l'w''j-lI
J,
1=
any primitive atb root of unityl. A mismatch, Xi I- w, contributes a perturbative term w"'j-II;.
Since the sum of the uth roots of unity is equal to zero
2::~':OI Wi ::=:: 0, one observes that 'the mean E(w X ) is zer~
when X is a uniformly distributed random variable over
[0,11). Consequently, we introduce the set::: of all pos·
sible mappings from E to [0, u), and turn <I> into a uniformly distributed random variable over ::: so as to obtain
the score between both strings as the mean of the inner
product 2::j':~ w"'jw~; = 2::j,:g w"'j-lIj over all renumberings. Therefore, the main idea of our algorithm is to inter·
pret the score vector as the mean over all renumberings of
the convolution of two randomized finite sequences of complex numbers. In this way, the simultaneous calculation of
all the components of the score vector is made possible by
the use of FFT.
A convolution [15J is defined as follows.
Let x =
[XO,XI, ... ,Xn_IJ and y = ~YO'YI, ... ,Yn_l] be two finite
length sequences of numbers , each of length n. The convolution of z and y is defined as another finite length sequence
x 0 y of length n such that (x 0 y), ::=:: 2::}=oZiY'-i for
i :::; 0,1, ... ,71 - 1. Let x' ::=:: [x~,z~, ... ,x~_d denote the
reverse of the vector x, i.e., xi ::=:: Zn-I-i. Taking the convolution of x' and y, and obtaining its reverse leads to the
following
)' _ ( ,~ )
(X,~
'0' Y i-X '0' Y n-l-i

The Intuition

A naive approach for computing tbe score vector of matches
for a string of length n is the deterministic algorithm, 'I'o-ith
a time complexity of 0(n 2 ). Needless to say, this algorithm
is not scalable and is very difficult to convert to an external
algorithm to handle large datasets. Rather tban focusing on
computing the exact values of the score vector, we propose

::=::

",n_l_. ,

LJj=O XiYn-l-i-j::=::

IThe nth roots of unity are the n solutions to the equation
n
1. The kth root has the form w k
ehikln.
2Tbe general definition of convolution does not assume equal
length sequences. We adapted the general definition to conform to our problem, in which convolutions take place between equal length sequences.
x

=

=

Input: II. time series T
segment similarity threshold E.
Output:

matches and 0 othenvise, leading to an exact calculation of
the score vector ofT without the need for several repetitions.
We have already proposed this idea in [8]. The disadvantage
of this algorithm is that it requires u scans over the time
series, one per symbol, which is very costly. In this paper,
we propose a morc efficient algorithm for symbol periodicity
detection problem that has a complexity of O{nlog n), and
requires only one scan over the time series in order to detect
all symbol periodicities.

candidate period lengths tor T.

AI9or~thm:

1. For l=l,2, ... ,k.
(a) randomly aIld uniformly select a
:;: = [O,IT)E.

<I>(l)

from

(b) frolll T. obtain a comple;ll; nqu"nce T?) by

4.1 Description of the Algorithm

replacing every symbol t by w4>{~I(t).
(c) fl:"olll T. obtain

II.

complax sequ"o.ce 1~l) by

replacing "v"ry eymbol t by w-4>('I(t).
(d) compuce the 'lector CT(~) ae th" convolution
of TI(l) lIith the reVerSe ot TJIl

c.

T(') _",n-I

-L.j=ow

Le .•

4>(')(I;+-)_4>(l)(lo)

2. COlllpute the vector 6 T
consider its reverse as

J

J.

=
all

E~=l CT(l) /k

Md

estimate for CT.

OT

3. For p = 1.2•... ,n/2. it i=p 2:: e. output p as a
candidate period length tor T.

Figure 1: Segment Periodicity Detection Algorithm
",n_l_'
.
wj=o ,Xn_l_jYn_l_i_j, I.e.,

(x' ® Y)~ =
(x' 181 y)~ =

XOYo
XIYO

+ XIYl +
+ X2YI -It;

+ Xn-IYn-l,
+ Xn-IYn-'l,

(X'0Y)~_1 = Xn-IYO

In other words, the component of the resulting sequence

at position i corresponds to positioning one of the input
sequences in front of position i of the other input sequence.
Therefore, our algorithm converts the time series into two
finite sequences of complex numbers, reverses one of them,
and then performs the convolution between them in order
to obtain an estimate of the score vector. It is well known
that convolution can be calculated by FFT as follows x @
Y =FFT-1(FFT(x)·FFT(y)) [10]. The algorithm is sketched
in Figure 1.

4. SYMBOL PERIODICITY DETECTION
Symbol periodicity detection can be solved easily using
the same segment periodicity detection algorithm, shown
in Figure 1, applied for each symbol separately. Only one
symbol is considered at a time and all other symbols are
replaced by a Udcm't caTe" symbol §. For example, if T ==
abcdaccd, when the symbol c is considered, T is converted to
T = §§c§§cc§. One observes that with only two symbols, one
of which is meaningless, there is no need for complex root
multiplication. The main objective of using complex root
multiplication was to obtain 1 when the symbols match,
and a perturbed value otherwise. The mean value of this
pcrturbed value is 0 when the process is repeated for several
uniformly distributed mappings of the symbols. When only
one symbol is considered at a time, replacing this symbol by
1 and the § symbol by 0 will contribute 1 when the symbol

Let T = io, il, ... , in_I be a time series of length n, where
the ti'S are symbols from a finite alphabet E of cardinality u.
The main challenge of our one-scan algorithm is to obtain a
mapping oI> of the symbols that satisfies two conditions: (i)
when the symbols match, this should contribute a non-zero
value in the product <I>(t;+j)' oI>(tj ), otherwise it should contribute 0, and (ii) the value of each component of the score
vector, cI == E'.'~g <I>(t;+j)' <I>(t.:i), should identify the symbols that caused the occurrence of this value. Note that this
latter condition is not important in the approximate string
matching discussed in Section 3.1, since the main concern
of approximate string matching is to determine number of
matches at each position no matter which symbols match.
We map the symbols to the binary representation of increasing powers of two. For example, if the time series con·
tains only 3 symbols: a, b, and c, then a possible mapping
could be a : 001, b : 010, and c : 100, corresponding to
power values of 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Hence, a time
series of length n is converted to a binary vector of length
un. For example, if T == acccabb, then it is converted to
the binary vector T = 001100100100001010010. Adopting
regular convolution, defined previously, results in a score
vector C T of length un. Considering only the n positions:
0, U, 2u, ... , (n - l)u, which are the exact start positions of
the symbols, gives the required score vector OT. The latter
derivation of C T can be written as C T = 1l"a,o(CT ).
The first condition is satisfied since the only way to obtain
a value of 1 contributing to a component of OT is that this 1
comes from the same symbol. For example, for T = acccabb,
although
== 1, this is not considered one of OT components. However,
== 3 and so c[ == 3, which corresponds to
three matches when T is matched with itself at position 1.
Those matches are seen from manual inspection of T to be
two c's and one b, nevertheless, it is not possible to determine
those matches only by examining the value of c[. Therefore,
the second condition is not yet satisfied. Thus, the proposed
symbol periodicity detection algorithm uses a slightly modified version of the convolution definition introduced in Section 3.3, that is (X@Y)i = E~=() 2j XjYi_j. The reason for
adding the coefficient 23 is to get a different contribution for
each match, rather than an unvarying contribution of 1. For
example, when the new definition of convolution is used for
the previous example, cf = 21 + 211 +2 14 = 18434. Figure 2
illustrates this calculation. The powers of 2 for this value
are 1, 11, and 14. Examining those powers modulo 3, which
is the cardinality of the alphabet in this particular example,
results in I, 2 and 2, respectively, which correspond to the
symbols b, c, and e, respectively.
Figure 2 shows another example for cf containing only
one power of 2, which is 6, that corresponds to the symbol
a since 6 mod 3 = 0 and a was originally mapped to the

ct

ct

'1':

001100 100100001010010
0 0 1 100 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

T

sbifted 3

'1':

0 0 1 1 0 0 100 1 000 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
sbifted 12 =
o0 11 00 1 00
cT
2'

4 =cT=

T
c[

21

2 14 +2 11 +

Figure 2: A Clarifying Example
20 .

binary representation of
This means that matching T
with itself staring at position 4 results in only one match of
the symbol a. Moreover, the power value of 6 reveals that
the symbol a is in position 0 in the shifted T. Note that
in the binary vector, the most significant bit is the leftmost
one, whereas the most significant position of the time series
T is the rightmost one. Therefore, not only can the power
values reveal the number of matches of each symbol at each
period, they also reveal their corresponding starting positions. This latter observation complies with the definition
of symbol periodicity.
Formally, let So, .'II, .•• , .'10"_1 be the symbols of the alphabet of a time series T of length n. Assume that each
is mapped to the a-bit binary representation
symbol
of 2" to form T. The score vector Cf' is computed such
that
= Lj~~ 2i ti+i . ti for i = 0,1, ...
1. Thus,
T
T
C = 1T",O(C ). Assume that
is a non-zero component
of CT. Let W p denote the set of powers of 2 contained in
i.e., W p == {W p,l,Wp,2, ...} where cr = Lh2wp.h, and
let Wp,k = {Wp,h : Wp,h E W p f\ Wp,h mod u = k}. As shown
in the previous example, the cardinality of each W p ," represents the number of matches of the symbol Sk when T
is matched with itself at position p. Moreover, let Wp,k,l =
(Wp,h : Wp,h E. Wp,k f\(n-p-l- LWp,hjUJ) modp = l}. Revisiting the definition of symbol periodicity, we observe that
the cardinality of each Wp,k,l is equal to the desired value
of :F(Sk, 1I"p.I(T)). Working out the example of Section 2.3
where T
abcabbabcb, n
10, and u = 3, let so, 111,112 =
a,b, c, respectively. Then, for p = 3, W 3 = {IB, 16, 9, 7},
W3,o = {lB,9}, W3,0,0 = {lB,9} => .F(a,1T3,o(T») = 2
which conforms to the results obtained previously. As another example, if '1' = cabcdJacd where n = 9, u = 4, and
So, Ill, 112, .'13 = a, b, c, d, respectively, then for p = 4, W 4 =
{lB, 6}, W 4,2 = {lB,S}, W 4,2,O = {IB} => .F(c,1I"4,0(T)) = 1,
and W4,2,3 = {9} => :F(c,1I"4,3('1'» = 1 which are correct
since 11"4,0('1') = ceil and 11"4,3('1') = ce.
Therefore, our algorithm scans the time series once to convert it into a binary vector according to the defined mapping,
performs the modified convolution on the binary vector in
order to obtain its score vector, and analyzes this score vector so that the symbol periodicities can be output. The
complexity of the algorithm is the complexity of the convolution step, which is O(n log n) when performed using FFT.
Note tbat adding the coefficient 2i to the convolution definition still preserves that x 121 y =FFT-1(FFT(x)·FFT(y».
Although one might assume that the algorithm requires handling of large numbers 0(2""), careful implementation using bit structures and operations will avoid such complexity.
The complete algorithm is sketched in Figure 3.

II"

ct

c:

Input: a time series '1'
=
to,tJ, ... ,tn_l. and the
symbol periodicity thresbold lji.

,an -

CJ,

Output: candidate symbol periodicities for T (a
symbol and a period length).
Algorithm:
1. Select an arbitrary ordering for tbe symbols:

SO,51,···,SO"_1·
2. From T, obtain a binary vector l' by
replacing every symbol sIc by tbe u-bit binary
representatioD of 2".

3. Compute the vector C1' IIhere c:f =
and consequently C T = 7fO",O(CT).
4. For

Ej,;J 2i li+i ·li.

p=I,2,,,.,n/2,

(a) compute the set

c:'{: =

Wp =

{W p,I,Wp,2, ...} IIhere

Lh 2W p.h •

= 0,1, ... ,17-1, and I = O,l, ... ,p-l.
compute the Slits W p ," and Wp,k,1 as defined,
iIlld consequently the ve.luee of F(Sk,1Tp ,,(T».

(b) for I.:

.
F(~k'''' ,(T))
(0) 1f f(n 117~1-1

2: lji, output p as a ce.ndidate
period length for tbe symbol sk'

Figure 3: Symbol Periodicity Detection Algorithm

5. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

different aspects. In Section 5.1, experiments are conducted
to examine the time performance as well as the accuracy
and the correctness of the proposed algorithms. As data
inerrancy is inevitable, Section 5.2 scrutinizes the resilience
of the algorithms to various kinds of noise that can occur
in time series data. The practicality and 'usefulness of the
results are explored using real data experiments shown in
Section 5.3.
In our experiments, we exploit synthetic data as well as
real data. We generate controlled synthetic time series data
by tuning some parameters, namely, data distribution, period length, alphabet size, type, and amount of noise. Both
uniform and normal data distributions are considered. Types
of noise include replacement, insertion, deletion noise, or any
combination of them. Inerrant data is generated by repeat·
ing a pattern, of length equals to the period length, that
is randomly generated from the specified data distribution.
The pattern is repeated till it spans the required data size.
Noise is introduced randomly and uniformly over tbe whole
time series. Whereas replacement noise is introduced by altering the symbol at a randomly selected position in the time
series by another, insertion or deletion noise is introduced
by inserting a new symbol or deleting the current symbol at
a. randomly selected position in the time series.
Two databases serve the purpose ofreal data experiments.
The first one is a relatively small database that contains the
daily power consumption rates of some customers over a period of one year. It is made available through the CIMEG 3
project. The d...tabase size is approximately 5 Megabytes.
The second database is a Wal·Mart database of 70 Giga.
bytes, which resides on an NCR Teradata Server running
the NCR Teradata Database System. It contains sanitized
data of timed sales transactions for some Wal-Mart stores

This section contains the results of an extensive experimental study that examines the proposed algorithms for

3CIMEG: Consortium for the Intelligent Management of the
Electric Power Grid. http://helios.ecn.purdue.edu/.....cimeg.
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(a) Time Series Size = 1
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Figure 4: Accuracy of Segment Periodicity Detection Algorithm

over a period of 15 months. The timed sales transactions
data has a size of 130 Megabytes. In both databases, the
numeric data values are quantized into five levels, Le., alphabet size equals to 5. The levels are very low, low, medium,
high, and very high. For the power consumption data, quantization is based on discussions with domain experts (very
low corresponds to less than 6000 Watts/Day, and each level
has a 2000 Watts range). For the timed sales transactions
data, quantization is based on manual inspection of the values (very low corresponds to zero transactions per hour> low
corresponds to less than 200 transactions per hour, and each
level has a 200 transactions range).

5.1

,1,.

,-

1,.

Accuracy, .correctness and Time Performance

The first experiment studies the accuracy of the proposed
segment periodicity detection algorithm. We examine the
accuracy by measuring the nearness of the score vector estimated by the algorithm to its exact value. Given that the exact calculation of the score vector requires O(n 2 ), and given
the execution time results shown in Figure 6 (a time series of
size 128 Megabytes takes around 20 hours of execution time
for only one iteration), smaller sizes of the time series are
cOIlsidered in tbis experiment. Figure 4 gives the results for
the Wal-Mart timed sales transactions, where the number
of iterations is varied first and then the time series size is
varied. Figure 4(a) shows that the accuracy increases when
more iterations arc carried out. This is expected based on
the discussion of the algorithm in Section 3.3, as the mean
value of the estimated score vector over several iterations
equals its exact value. Moreover, Figure 4(a) shows that
an accuracy of 90% is achieved after only 3 iterations, thw
Figure 4(b) is plotted using 3 iterations for each size. Figure 4(b) shows that the accuracy decreases when the time
series size is increased, however it remains on the 90% level.
Inerrant synthetic data is used in the second experiment
in order to inspect the correctness of both algorithms. The
correctness measure will be the ability of the algorithms to
detect the periodicities that were artificially embedded into
the synthetic data. Figure 5 gives the results of this experiment. We usc the symbols "U" and "N" to denote the
uniform and the normal distributions, respectively, and the
symbol "P" to denote the period length. Recall that inerrant synthetic data is generated in such a way that it is
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(a) Segment Periodicity
Detection

(b) Symbol
Detection

Periodicity

Figure 5: Correctness of Periodicity Detection Algorithms
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Figure 6: Time Behavior of Periodicity Detection
Algorithms
perfectly periodic, and so the periodicities embedded are:
P, 2P, .... The confidence is the minimum threshold value
required to detect a specific period. Since the data is per-

fectly periodic, the confidence of all the periodicities should
be 1. Data sizes of 1 Megabytes are used with alphabet
size of 10. The values collected are averaged over 100 runs.
Figure 5(a) shows that the segment periodicity detection algorithm behavior depends on the period length. When the
period length divides the data size, the algorithm detects
all the periods at the highest confidence. When the period
length does not divide the data size, the algorithm favors
the lower values. However, Figure 5(b) shows an unbiased
behavior of the symbol periodicity detection algorithm with
respect to the period length.
To evaluate the time performance of the proposed periodicity detection algorithms, Figure 6 exhibits the time behavior of both algorithms with respect to the time series size.
WaI·Mart timed sales transactions data is used in different
portion sizes of powers of 2 up to 128 Megabytes. For the
segment periodicity detection algorithm, only one iteration
of the algorithm is considered. Figure 6 shows that the execution time is linearly proportional to the time series size.
More importantly, the figure shows that segment periodicity
detection takes less execution time than symbol periodicity
detection.

5.2 Resilience to Noise
As enunciated before, there are three types of noise: replacement, insertion and deletion noise. This set of exper-
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Figure 7: Resilience to Noise of Segment Periodicity
Detection Algorithm
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Figure 9: Correctness in presence of replacement
noise

5,3 Real Data Experiments
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(a) Segment Periodicity
Detection

(b) Normal, Period=32

Figure 8: Resilience to Noi,se of Symbol Periodicity
Detection Algorithm
iments studies the behavior of the periodicity detection algorithms towards these types of noise as well as different
combinations of ~hem. Results arc given in Figure 7 and
Figure 8 in which we use the symbols "R", ur', and "D"
to denote the three types of noise, respectively. Combining
two or more types of noise, e.g., ''R I D", means that the
noise ratio is distributed fairly among them. Data sizes of 1
Megabytes are used with alphabet size of 10. The values collected arc averaged over 100 runs. Since the behaviors were
similar disregarding the period length or the data distribution, an arbitrarily combination of period length and data
dis~ribution is selected for each figure. The figures show
an expected decrease in the confidence with the increase
in noise. Both algorithms are well resilient to replacement
noise. At 40% thresholds, both algorithms can tolerate 50%
replacement noise in the data. \¥hen the other types of
noise get involved separately or with replacement noise, the
algorithms perform poorly. However, segment periodicity
detection can be considered roughly resilient to those other
types since segment similarity thresholds in the range 10%
to 20% are not uncommon.
Another experiment in this set is a rerun of the experiment given ill Figure 5 but in the presence of noise. Only
replacement noise is considered here as it is shown that the
algorithms are more resilient to replacement noise than to
the other types o[ noise. The results given in Figure 9 show a
very similar behavior to that of Figure 5 but with a decrease
in the confidence values due to the presence of noise.

Table 1 and Table 2 display the output for both algorithms for the Wal-Mart and CIMEG data for different values of the threshold. Clearly, ~he algorithms output fewer
period lengths for higher threshold values. Moreover, the period lengths detected with respect to a certain value of the
threshold are enclosed within those detected wi~h respect to
a lower value. To verify their correctness, the algorithms
should at least output the period lengtbs that are known a
priori in the time series. Wal·Mart <lata bas a known period
of length 24 that corresponds to the daily pattern of number
of transactions per hour. CIMEG data has a known period
of length 7 that corresponds to the weekly pattern of powc,r
consumption rates per day.
For the segment periodicity detection algorithm, Table 1
shows that [or Wal·Mart data, a period of length 24 is detected when the threshold is 70% or less. Other interesting
period lengths include those that are multiples of 24. A period o[ length 168 (24x7) can be explained as the weekly
pattern of number of transactions per hour. A period of
length 3961 or 4063, however, does not have a clear explanation, yet it proves that there may be obscure periods of
interest. Similarly, for CIMEG data, the period of length 7
is detected when the threshold is 60% or less. Other clear
period lengths are those that are multiples of 7. However,
a period of length 123 days is difficult to explain. A similar behavior is shown in Table 2 for the symbol periodicity
detection algorithm with higher number of output period
lengths than in segment periodicity detection. This is expected since symbol periodicity detects period lengths [or
individual symbols rather than for the entire time series.
Further analysis of the output of the symbol periodicity detection algorithm is shown in Table 3.
Exploring the period of length 24 for Wal.Mart, and that
of length 7 [or CIMEG data, produces the results shown in
Table 3. Note that periodicity is reported as a pair, consisting of a symbol and a starting position for a certain period.
For example, Table 1 suggests a periodicity of the symbol
b with a period of length 24 starting at position 7 for WalMart data, with respect to a symbol periodicity threshold
of 80% or less. Knowing that the symbol b represents the
low level for Wal-Mart data (less than 200 transactions per
hour), this periodicity can be interpreted as: less than 200
transactions per hour occur in the 7th hour of the day (be-
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Table 1: Segment Periodicity Detection Output
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Table 2: Symbol Periodicity Detection Output

tween 7:00am and 8:00am) for SO%' of the days. This latter interpretation shows that symbol pericid.ic~ty can itself
be considered a pattern mining technique for time ~eries
databases, as each detected periodicity can be interpreted
as an informative pattern form. Moreover, combining the
periodicities that occur in the same period length may lead
to further benefits, as will be shown in the next section.

6. DISCUSSION
The main objective of our algorithms is to discover canrodate periods for a given time series, so that any time series
pattern mining algorithm requiring a period length as input
can make use of the candidate periods. In other words, our
algorithms are applied as a preliminary step for the time
series mining process, and then pattern mining algorithms
such as [2, 5, 20, 9, 12, 13] are executed to detect the actual
periodic patterns. We discuss an example that uses the partial periodic patterns mining algorithm introduced in [13].
A partial periodic pattern specifies the behavior of the
time series at some hut not all of the points in time. For
example, in a stock price time series, a partial periodic pattern might state that the prices of the stock are high every
Friday, low every Tuesday, and do not have such regularity
on the other weekdays. In [13], Han et al. proposed a twoscan algorithm to mine those partial periodic patterns. This
algorithm requires the user to specify the period length as
input. The first scan constructs a maximal partial periodic
pattern, whereas the second scan detects the actual partial
periodic patterns. Adding periodicity detection, the entire
mining process would require one scan to detect the candidate periods, and then two scans per candidate period to
detect the partial periodic patterns.
A very important observation of the proposed symbol pe-

Frequency

0

49.78166
42.57642
38.56768

a

Table 4:
Data

35.80786

Partial Periodic Patterns for Wal-Mart

riodicity detection algorithm is that not only does it detect a
candidate period for a certain symbol, but it also locates the
position of that symbol in that candidate period. Accordingly, a maximal periodic pattern for each candidate period
can be formed using all the symbols that appear to have this
period. For example, the results given in Table 3 for WalMart data show that with respect to a symbol periodicity
threshold of 50%, there are 13 periodicities for a period of
length 24, then a marimal periodic pattern of length 24 can
be formed as aaaa§bbbbc§§§§§§§d§§§aaa, where the letter §
represents a "don't care" position. This maximal periodic
pattern conforms to the one constructed at the first scan of
the partial periodic patterns mining algorithm [13]. Note
that although each symbol in this pattern occurs more than
50% of the time, the frequency of the entire pattern may be
less than 50% 4. Table 4 gives the results of applying the
partial periodic patterns mining algorithm autonomously on
Wal-Mart data using a period of length 24. It shows that
all the discovered partial periodic patterns are sub-patterns
of the maximal periodic pattern aaaa§bbbbc§§§§§§§d§§§aaa.
4This is similar to the Apriori property of the association
rules: if A and B arc two frequent itemsets, then AB is a
candidate frequent itemset that may tum out to be infrequent.
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Table 3: Symbol Periodicity Deteclion Output (cont.)
Therefore, replacing that first scan by the proposed symbol periodicity detection algorithm would result in a mining
process that requires one scan for detecting the candidate
periods and the corresponding maximal periodic patterns,
followed by one scan per candidate period to detect the partial periodic patterns.
It is worth mentioning that Ma and Hellerstein in [18J try
to handle the unknown period problem for partial periodic
patterns mining. However, their algorithm misses a lot of
cotted periods since it only considers the adjacent interarrivals. For example, if a symbol occurs in a time series in
positions 0, 4, 5, 7, and 10. Although the underlying period
should be 5, the algorithm only considers the periods: 4, 1,
2, and 3. Should it be extended to include all possible interarrivals, the complexity of the algorithm in [18] will increase
to O(n 2 ).

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have defined two types of periodicities
for'time series databases. Whereas symbol periodicity addresses the periodicity of the symbols in the time series, segment periodicity addresses the periodicity of the entire time
series regarding it:.s segments. We have proposed a scalable,
computationally efficient algorithm for detecting each type
of periodicity in O(nlogn) time, for a time series of size
n. An empirical study of the algorithms using real-world
and synthetic data sets proves the practicality of the problem, validates the correctness of the algorithms, and the
usefulness of their outputs. Moreover, segment periodicity
detection takes less execution time whereas symbol periodicity detects more period lengths. We can conclude that in
practice, segment periodicity detection could be applied first
and if the results are not sufficient, or not appealiIlg, symbol periodicity detection can be applied. Finally, we have
studied the integration of our proposed periodicity detection
algorithms in the entire process of time series mining, and
have proved its effectiveness in the case of partial periodic
patterns mining.
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